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?Make A Difference is an amazing programme designed and run by young 
adults who recruit other young people, outstanding college students like 
themselves, to mentor and teach children who haven't had the same 
chances in life as many of the mentors have had. These young volunteers 
understand and believe in something very simple, that all children, 
regardless of their circumstances, deserve the same chance to get educated 
and to build productive and successful lives? And let me tell you, this work 
is amazing, and it is vitally important.? 

MICHELLE OBAMA
    Former First  Lady, United States of  America 
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Jithin C Nedumala
Founder & CEO

2018 was a coming of age year for Make A Difference as an organisation that has grown and matured, 
and is ready to engage with the larger world. In 2019 we published the results of our Problem 
Definit ion research funded by DXC Technologies- a multi-city research to better understand the adult 
outcomes of children who grew up in shelter homes. This threw up eye opening data - For every 3 
adults we interviewed, at least 1 of their shelter peers was reported to have died or gone mssing. A 
vast majority (93% ) of them under the age of 35; 46%  lost within 10 years of leaving institutional 
care. During this research alone, 7 of our respondents passed away. This did not seem normal. 

These are children who have been given food, shelter and education til l the age of 18; more than 50%  
of them f inished 10th std; 25%  of them progressed beyond 12th; then what is leading to such a 
disproportionately alarming mortality rate in children in need of care and protection (CNCP). The 
majority of CNCP (71% ) has undergone Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) ranging from 
experiences of violence (38% ) and deprivation (32% ); neglect or lack of attention and care (24% ); 
fear of their personal safety (12% ); abuse (7% ) before being placed in care. ACE disrupts the 
neurodevelopment of children and leads to social, emotional and cognitive impairment. Such 
unaddressed ACE leads to adoption of health risk behaviors and even early death. Most shelter homes 
in India do not have trained caregivers who know how to support and enable children who have 
experienced trauma or deal with developmental needs of children as they grow in their l ives. This 
leads to further breakages which come back to haunt them in their adult l ife.

Make A Difference has been working with CNCP for the past 13 years, with enabling 3500 children 
living in 64 shelter homes across 23 cit ies. Over the past years, we have been able to consistently shif t 
the outcomes of CNCP to levels that it is practically indistinguishable to a child from a middle-class 
family. Our research noted that not more than 50%  of CNCP passed 12th std while with MAD?s support 
the number went up to 94%  with more than 51%  securing f irst-class honors. In a demography where 
only 15%  continued education after 12th std, in MAD 72%  went to college and 98%  of them 
progressed consecutively, over 70%  of youth who completed college got placed with a minimum 
salary of 10,000 monthly. The secret ingredient to these successes in the MAD Model is CARE. ACE 
leads to various levels of trauma but every child can heal and thrive in the real world if  they have 
access to safe, stable and supportive relationships in their l ives.

The recently concluded external impact evaluation by CSSL found that personal attention was 
perceived as the most distinguishing feature of the sessions conducted by MAD. Our strength is in 
building deep bonds between children and our volunteers, from the age of 10 til l the age of 28, 
enabling them to develop and experience multiple positive relationships in their l ives where they feel 
safe and cared for. This plays a crucial role in building the child?s self-worth, self-esteem and trust 
levels. Through this caring individual we are able to deliver the support children would require at 
dif ferent l ife stages ranging in areas of Basic Literacy, Numeracy, Academic Support, Career Awareness, 
Exposure, Transition Readiness, Self  Help Groups, Placements, Family Planning, Life Coaching, Crisis 
Support and Logistical & Financial support.  The next level up for MAD would be upgrading the age 
transitional model based on relevant child development theories and ensuring that we heal the 
children who have experienced trauma as well as ensure that their development pathways are 
unblocked so that they thrive in the real world.
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WHO WE ARE 

Make A Dif ference (MAD) is 
a youth driven, non-prof it  
organizat ion working to 
ensure equitable outcomes 
for children in need of  care 
protect ion across India. 

Registered as a non-prof it in 2006, 
Make A Difference works with 3,641 
children in 64 shelters across 23 cit ies 
in India, through a highly eff icient  
3,800 strong volunteer network. 

Volunteers commit a year and spend 
between 2 and 10 hours every week 
mentoring, teaching and interacting 
with children in order to ensure that  
they get the development, support and 
care they need during childhood. 

Why we exist  
According to UNICEF, India is home to the largest  child populat ion in the world, with 400m children 
that  include an est imated 31m orphans, and nearly 176m of  these are considered to be in need of  
care and protect ion. Children at  risk in India, whether orphaned and otherwise, of ten end up in 
shel ters, which are under resourced and of ten focused more on basic needs than either childcare or 
longer-term progression. The resul t  is that  both qual ity of  l i fe and adul t  outcomes for children in 
this demographic are very poor, leading to cycles of  poverty and abandonment. With inadequate 
educat ional  qual if icat ions, l i fe ski l ls, f inancial  or emot ional  support  to cope outside these 
inst itut ions; children who have grown up in shel ters of ten take up menial  jobs, or get  t rapped into 
alcohol ism, violence, drug abuse, prost itut ion or t raf f icking.  Solut ions of ten st ruggle with the scale 
of  the problem, and are commonly single dimensional  or isolated. This is compounded  by the fact  
that  l i t t le useful  data exists because it  has historical ly been dif f icul t  to t rack what  happens to 
children af ter they leave shel ters. Make A Dif ference exists to address these chal lenges on both a 
local  and a systemic scale.
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Our minimum target  is to ensure 
that  these children are able to l ive 
a l i fe f ree f rom exploitat ion and 

are capable of  managing emot ional  
and f inancial  l i fe crises. 

However our real  goal  is for 
children we work with to end up on 

par with a stable middle class 
demographic that  al lows them to 

break the cycle of  poverty and 
abandonment. 

Our vision is that  even the most  
vulnerable children in need of  care and 
protect ion are able to real ize equitable 

outcomes.

We understand the most vulnerable as children who either do 
not have a family to support them, or children whose families 

are unable to provide a safe space for them to grow up in. 
Many of these children end up in shelters, which struggle to 
address more than infrastructure and basic needs, so Make A 
Difference focuses on providing them with additional care 

and support systems to ensure that they f lourish. 

Make A Dif ference mobil izes 
young leaders towards ensuring 
equitable outcomes for children 
in shel ters through empowering 

the child, improving the 
ecosystem and enabl ing the 

sector.
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Make A Difference mobilizes young leaders to ensure equitable outcomes for 
children in care and protection across India. We do this via three broad 
intervention strategies that ensure holistic development and support :

STRATEGIES

Ongoing systematic 
connection with and 
intervention through 
young volunteers 
provides longer term 
personal networks and 
support systems for 
children in shelters. 
This results in more 
sustainable outcomes 
and better 
opportunities for 
children exiting 
shelters, while 
simultaneously 
developing agents of 
change within our 
broader society. 

Our programs are designed around three key 
theories of  change:

Children have better 
adult outcomes if  
empowered on a 
number of fronts, 
specif ically emotional 
resil ience, l ife skil ls, 
learning, qualif ications 
and work readiness. 

Better care practices 
among institutions 
and agents that 
impact the child result 
in better quality of l ife 
as well as better long 
term outcomes. The 
primary agents are 
shelters, schools, 
family, state and 
society/ community. 
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1. Empower children through better emotional health, l ife skil ls, exposure, 
educational support, transition readiness and aftercare.

2. Improve the ecosystem around them by driving better practices among the 
institutions that directly affect their l ives; primarily shelters, schools, family, state 
and society. 

3. Enable the sector through better data, sharing knowledge and building coalit ions 
and networks.

1 2 3
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92% of children in shelter homes typically drop out of school by the age of 
18. However, we have reversed the trend for those who have been through 
our programmes, and more than 90% of the children we work with have 
continued into higher education post 18. 

SOLUTIONS

Through our core programmes, Ed Support , Foundat ional  Programme, 
Dream Camps, Transit ion Readiness & Af tercare, Make a Dif ference creates 
a support system and an emotional safe space for children in shelters by 
ensuring every child has at least 3 adults who care for them, understand 
them and who they can reach out to when they feel overwhelmed. 

Children have access to t rained mentors for a minimum of 2 hours a week 
from the age of 10 to 18, with a lighter touch approach upto 28 once they 
leave the shelter home. Mentors spend time getting to know children and 
developing a customized plan for each child. This plan includes not just 
academic support but also life skil ls, personal discovery, art, music and 
language lessons delivered by teams of volunteers on the ground. 

Depending on the age and need of the child, Make A Difference?s 
programmes include career awareness activit ies, helping them identify their 
career path and supporting their t ransit ion to further education with both 
placements support and funding when required. 

We also work closely with the shelter they are living in to ensure their basic 
needs are taken care of, interact with their teachers to understand their 
developmental needs, and engage with their guardians to build support for 
their choices and progression post-shelter,. 

The most powerful feature of our solution is that by the time the child comes 
out of the shelter home they already have strong relationships and bonds 
with at least 10 mentors who become their community when they need 
them the most. 
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Make A Difference is one of the first organizations in India to have developed 
a fully sustainable volunteer-based delivery model. We have mobilized over 
21,500 young leaders to volunteer with children since 2006. 

At Make A Difference (MAD), we ensure that children get the best of their city?s young leaders and they 
have role models to look up to. MAD has established itself  as an exciting and energetic organization that 
provides unique platforms to create positive change in the lives of children around the country. 
Volunteers identify with MAD?s brand of passionate ?can do? spirit. They value the rewards of teaching 
and engaging with young children around the country and of witnessing the progressive change brought 
into their l ives. 

Engaging youth and channeling their energy into social causes is something most organizations in the 
social spaces struggle with. We pride ourselves on having a sustainable, robust and effective volunteer 
engagement model. 

Social Media Campaign

Telephone Interview

+

+
+

+

+

X

+

+

NATIONAL CAM PAIGN RECRUITM ENT DRIVE TRAINING

We receive over 25,000 applications every year, and and applicants go through a 4-round interview 
process to f ind the best candidates across the country. Selected volunteers commit to a minimum of a 
year, and are then provided training and induction sessions based on their prof ile, before they are 
challenged and empowered to make a dif ference on the ground.

DELIVERY
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How we do it

23 cit ies

Campus Presentation (College 
and Corporate Campaign)

Referral Campaign

Sign-up on Website

Recruitment Presentation

Group Activity

Human Capital Interview
65 

Shel ters 
in 23 
Cit ies

12 Shel ter Meet ings 
per year 

16 hours technical training per 
volunteer per year

8 hour training and Induction 
session for all volunteers

28,452
Appl icat ions received for 
volunteering in 2018-19

97%
Volunteers who bel ieve they 
are making a real  dif ference

2 years
Average period for which a 
volunteer works with MAD

ABOUT US
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We invest significantly in building a culture that ensures our team members 
enjoy and learn from being part of a high functioning collective, because we 
realize that the right culture is the best driver of passion, care, ethics, quality 
and professionalism in the delivery of outcomes. 

At MAD we treat values with great importance, as they are crit ical building blocks of a resilient culture. 
We also only recruit from people who have directly volunteered with or previously worked to support 
disadvantaged children to ensure a common bond and focus on child connect. We have embedded a 
series of care-oriented practices to ensure the safety of children on a cultural as well as practical level. 

Value #  1: Cause above Sel f

We are driven by a sense of possibil ity that we as a community can create a fair world for children at 
risk. Our mission is bigger than ourselves. 

Value #  2: Leadership through ownership

In MAD, when you see an issue arising, either internally or socially, you are expected to do something 
about it. You are expected to take ownership and act t il l the problem is solved. 

Value #  3: Sense of  Family

In MAD, we work together as a family that stands by each other during thick and thin. We support 
each other, and work hard to ensure there is a safe space for everyone to be free to be themselves.
 

CULTURE & VALUES
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MAD Values
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INNOVATION

MADApp is one of a kind internally developed web and mobile volunteer 
management app designed to empower communities to self-mobilize. It 
provides real-time information on every one of our activit ies on the ground, 
and is used to drive quality standards within the organization. It has been 
showcased in forums including the Harvard Kennedy School of Government.

Core API is a centralized API(Application Programmable Interface) for all 
operations on MAD Database. This will enable external companies and 
volunteers to develop applications for MAD. This approach will solve many 
issues with the earlier model(sharing database access with external companies) 
l ike privacy issue for volunteers and students, requires hand holding when 
working with our database, etc. Other advantage of this approach includes 
reduction of development time, quicker uptake time for new developers, and a 
more maintainable codebase.

We are an award winning NGO and one of the sector leaders in the use of cutting 
edge technology. With just 33 full time employees designing and managing 
programmes across 23 cities, we leverage technology to stay lean and drive 
transparency, effectiveness, quality  and  performance across our operations.

To enable the regular collection, aggregation and analysis of operational data, 
we have designed a mobile-based web app called ESMA (Ed Support Mobile 
App). This app is used by both teachers and mentors to capture on-ground 
operational data on a weekly basis. The app is also designed to analyze this 
data and provide appropriate reports to each of our service delivery teams 
from teachers to National Directors. The app captures both Ed Support 
Program and Foundational Program.

ESMA

DONUT is a mobile app that has revolutionised f inancial transparency in MAD 
by completely eliminating the need for paper receipts for personal donation 
received. It  issues E-receipts directly to the donor as soon as a donation is 
made. MAD thus receives and is able to track real t ime data on funds raised. 

20,941
Al l -t ime Unique users for 

MADApp

1,53,35,260
Number of  successful  donat ions 

processed by DONUT

2,217
Funds deposited through DONUT 

in 2018 (in INR)

ABOUT US

API Core

MADApp

DONUT
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Student of our Ed support programme in Mysore scored 85%  in Class 10. This is what he 
always aimed at. Constantly for a year, he had put aside everything such as playing or 
participating in any other recreational activity. All he used to do for the longest t ime was to 
study, solve worksheets especially Math. Post the results this is what he said- ?I scored well 
but I could have done better if  I gave enough importance to English as well. I should have 
practiced writ ing answers and sought help from Anna and Akka (from MAD). Passing is easy 
in Class 10th but scoring high is tough.  I am now in 11th standard and determined to be a 

IM PACT

SUCCESS STORIES

"Class 10th is tough," is all I had heard and it scared me right from the begnining. The thought of 
studying made me shiver. She also had a lot of daily work to complete, l ike prayer and extra 
classes. I thought I'l l not get t ime to study at all, but once the timetable was set for the whole day 
by Anna and Akka, I feel better and confident to study. I got very scared in the exam hall on the f irst 
day and lost track of t ime as well. But I tried my best from the next exam and it turned out better. I 
was jumping as paper was good. I wrote all exams but I was stil l confused. Anna had told me to 
write the marks I may get in my exams on a piece of paper and asked me to open when the results 
came.  I was very happy when the results came because my marks were more than expected. I am 
stil l confused about what I would want to become but I have decided to study hard for f irst year 
PUC."

SH
IL

P
A Shilpa, a class 5th girl part of our Foundational Skills programme init ially was detached and 

disinterested in reading English. She wasn?t even trying but now more than one year in the 
programme she tries to read using the sounds that are spoken and taught by the Didis and 
Bhaiyas! She had said "Many months back my English teacher had asked me to read a paragraph 
from a textbook at school. This made me nervous and I stood frozen, I was not able to read even 
a word. However, recently when my teacher asked me to do  the same, I tried to read simple 
sentences and even her teacher encouraged and complimented her for the same. She was very 
happy about that!

Anjali, a 10th standard girl (in a shelter we work with) was someone who would not easily open up 
to people and was always in self  doubt. She was very low on confidence and was always worried 
about whether she would even pass or not. Due to the same reason she started to loose interest in 
classes too. All the other volunteers who taught her noticed the same about her. She was good in 
studies but all she needed was to believe in herself  and thus we started focussing on building her 
self  confidence. In every class we would take out some time to have a conversation with her and 
always appreciated even the slightest of improvement in her. The change was happening and 
when the result of class 10th came out we found out that she stood f irst in her class amongst 40 
students, scoring 82% . Anjali is now a much more confident and happy girl. A

N
JA

LI
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IM PACT

HIGHLIGHTS

High school  

Youth leaving 

shel ters and placed with 

jobs & universit ies

89 %  

Percentage 

of  Children who 

passed 10th standard  

Board exam

94%

Percentage of  

youth receiving 

scholarships for tuit ion 

and l iving costs

78%

Children 

mot ivated to 

pursue their 

dreams

98%

Hours of  learning 

support  per child 

136

Young 

leaders t rained

2800+

Reach on 
Facebook

4,06,672

Appl icat ions 
received for 

volunteering in 
2018- 19

28,452

Number 

of  Teacher 

t raining conducted 

80

Number of   
corporate 

employees engaged

664

Volunteers who 
bel ieve they are 

making a dif ference 

97%

Number of  
Dream Camps 

conducted 

37

Percentage 
of  children who 
passed year-end 

exams (grades 5-10)

95%

Total  hours of  
career guidance + 
admission support  

given to each youth in 
12th std

26

Total  community 
service hours by 

volunteers at  MAD

1,000,000



MONITORING

-    Fundamentals of literacy and numeracy
-    Confidence and self-esteem
-    Core life and social skills
-    10th Std Grades
-    12th Std Grades
-    Core transitional and independence skills
-    Progression to further education or vocational training
-    Stable housing post shelter
-    Progression to career oriented work 
-    Financial stability 
-    Earning Threshold
-    Freedom of Choice
-    Social Inclusion

We design for and monitor impact on both macro and micro levels and 
develop our programmes specifically to target the impact we want. We see 
macro indicators as those that are indicative of the long term quality of life 
we aspire for the children we work with, and micro indicators as those which 
we expect will add up to effect that change.

14

We are working on scalable models and hol ist ic solut ions that  in the longer term wil l  
both aim to increase the support  systems available for abandoned children and also 
improve the way shel ters are managed and run. 

To ensure that  we get  these right , we invested signif icant ly in f ield research to test  and 
val idate sector assumpt ions around long term outcomes and to al low us to bet ter 
priorit ize the intervent ions we del iver. Through our in-house Problem Def init ion and 
Research Team, we  understood the ef fects of  inst itut ional izat ion on longer term l i fe 
outcomes of  children. By studying the l ives of  35 year old adul ts who grew up in 
inst itut ional ized environments across the country, the team aims to ident ify the real  
drivers behind negat ive outcomes and create sustainable and ef fect ive solut ions to 
address them. 

We address and t rack indicators at  dif ferent  stages up to the age of  28, start ing with 
early stage indicators we bel ieve fundamental ly af fect  t rajectory. Some of  the 
indicators we look to measure are:

R
es
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PROBLEM DEFINITION RESEARCH

Supported by DXC Technology, MAD carried out the first ever long-term adult 
outcomes research focusing on adults (Age 30+) who grew up in childcare 
institution in India. This took 18 months , to cover 583 individual interviews 
successfully (60% men and 40% women), across 5 cities in India. Since no 
formal tracking mechanisms were ever instituted across the care system, the 
real challenge was finding adults who left shelters more than a decade ago, let 
alone building the trust to get them to open up and share their life journeys.

15
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Pre institutionalization : main drivers of entry to child-care institutions 
(CCI)  

- 36%  due to Poverty, with famil ies unable to support  their children 
- 32 %  due to family breakdowns or single parents unable to cope 
- 20%  due to children being orphaned or abandoned
- 15%  children we are lost  or missing 

Institutionalized life: Life in shelter

- 84%  entered shel ter homes between the ages of  4 -13 years
- 26%  entered shel ter homes between the ages of  4  -6  years
- 31%  entered shel ter homes between the ages of  7-9 years
- 27%   entered shel ter homes between the ages of  10-13  years

90%  children spent  more than 5 years of  their l i fe in the shel ters

53%  spending more than 10 years in inst itut ional  care

Access to educat ion is available but  only 25%  passed 12th standard 25%  did not  pass 8th 
standard. 

Children 
placed in 

instut ional  care (CCI) 
by family 

42%

Children 

found by pol ice in 

publ ic spaces 

unaccompanied or lost  

25%

Children 
placed in CCI's by 

own parents, 
especial ly single 

mothers

33%

Key f indings 
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PROBLEM DEFINITION RESEARCH

Reasons for the Death  (All preventable)

24%  due to tuberculosis and fever 
20%  due to depression-l inked suicide 
10%  due to accidents 
6%  alcohol  or drug addict ions 

Transition to real world 

- 55%  children lef t  shel ter homes unskil led, unemployed with basic educat ion
- Only 23%  children f inding apprent iceship

Prime concerns of Children/Youth exiting shelters 

- Food 
- Housing 
- Employment
- Ident if icat ion documents 
- Publ ic Dist ribut ion Systems - Government support  for food

Lost  Generat ion Outcomes

1 in 3 adul ts interviewed reported death or 
disapperance of  shel ter peers, of  whom

93%  were under the age of  35

46%  were lost  within 10 years

Early Mortal i ty, t raf f icking  and other forms 
of  indentured labour and slavery

76%  reported as dead ; 24%  reported as 
missing

Adult Outcomes
Percept ion and Negat ive st igma - children/adul ts f rom shel ter backgrounds are wrong-doers 
receiving ?correct ional? . There is huge impact  of  this negat ive st igma at  various levels.

Impact on Employment
- 60%  children/adul ts are earning less than Rs. 15000 per month
- 34%  children/adul ts are earning less than Rs. 10,000 per month

Impact on Housing  
- 26%  l ive in owned property
- 62%  percent  l ive in the slums
- 12%  (al l  women), return to wither shel ters or old age homes
- 72%  of  respondents reported preferring their shel ter l i fe compared to their current  l i fe



THIRD PARTY ASSESSMENTS (CSSL & LSAS)

In 2017 a small exploratory study was conducted among 30 children in Bangalore by an external 
independent researcher and through that we realised the volunteers reaching out and showing care to 
the children on a regularly had far greater softer impact than just academic scores. Some of the 
highlights of the study included the children expressing increase in their happiness, level of freedom 
they felt in class, confidence, self  esteem, sense of friendliness etc. Therefore, as a follow up of this we 
decided to conduct a larger level third party survey to understand the impact we were creating in 
children in addition to the learning outcomes that Ed Support had always been achieving.  The fourfold 
objectives therefore of the survey included:

- Need to conduct a wider ranging study of softer impacts
- Evaluation by an independent body to build credibil ity
- Support future fundraising 
- Further improve programme design

17
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Why was it  conducted?

How was it  conducted?

73.2% 83%

90.6%

90.9%

84% 92.4%
    

Children supported wel l  in 
preparing for their 

examinat ion by MAD 
volunteers 

Children receiving 
funct ional  competency in 

Math in Grades 6  - 8

Children receiving funct ional  
competency in Language 
comprehension and writ ing 
prof iciency in Grades 6 - 8

    

Children supported wel l  in 
preparing for their examinat ion 
by MAD volunteers 

Children receiving funct ional  
competency in Language 
comprehension and writ ing 
prof iciency in Grades 9 - 12

Children receiving 
funct ional  competency in 
Math in Grades 9 - 12

An independent third party Centre for Science of  Student  Learning (CSSL) who has had experience of 
conducting similar surveys for more than 150,000 children across the country was contacted for the 
survey. Through the study, MAD and CSSL worked on measuring the learning outcomes in Language and 
Mathematics achieved by children under Ed Support and the softer impact of our interventions on 
children including their attitude towards signif icant areas in their l ife, (viz, peers, teachers, shelter 
wardens, school related tasks and social skil ls), the impact of shelter environment on them and their 
l ife-skil ls prof iciency. The study was conducted among 5th to 12th standard children, a total of 1379 
children across 29 shelters and 12 cities participated in the study.  

Highl ights f rom the study (CSSL)



THIRD PARTY ASSESSMENTS (CSSL & LSAS) 

Based on the results of CSSL and LSAS, we have been able to establish a baseline in learning outcomes 
for mathematics and language as well as life skil ls for the children. The next step is to be able to 
establish a baseline for science as well. Apart from that, we want to be able to conduct beginning of the 
year and end of the year assessments regularly. However, we have realised that for this to be successful 
the execution process of these surveys need to be streamlined and aligned to our current data collection 
mechanisms. Additionally, we also need bandwidth, either internal or external to do large scale data 
analysis. Therefore, over the next two to three years we plan to work on these aspects to make the 
Impact Assessment process more robust and regularised.     

In addition to CSSL we also wanted to explore the current skil l level of children 
in Life skil ls which have a direct effect in their ability to progress year on year in 
education as well as reduce their rate of dropout from school. For this the 
standardized and widely accepted Life Skil ls Assessment Scale (LSAS) was used 
and the following was the impact recorded from that study. The study was 
conducted among  a total of 966 children across 29 shelters and 12 cities.

18
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Life ski l ls:

Att itude towards signif icant  areas 

What Next  af ter Impact  Assessment?

87%
children scored funct ional  or 

ideal  in social  interact ions
children scored funct ional  or ideal  

in thinking skil ls l ike understanding 
and fol lowing instruct ions

80%
children scored funct ional  or 
ideal  in communicat ion and 

managing conf l ict

78%
children scored funct ional  or 

ideal  in thinking skil ls l ike 
overcoming dif f icul ty and solving 

problems

85%

74%
children scored funct ional  or 

ideal  in taking init iat ive

      Highl ights f rom LSAS  Impact  Assessment

53%  of children were reported as Concerned about peers in school and shelter. They consider teachers 
to be a source of guidance. Strong sense of perseverance and belief in working hard. They are will ing to 
use lose-win solutions for conflict resolution. They are concerned more for others than self  while 
managing relationships during the attitude survey while 25%  of children were reported to be Concerned 
about peers in school and shelter. They believe that they must be interested in order to persevere. They 
handle conflicts with mostly self-winning solutions. They are more concerned about their own self  in 
managing relationships.



2019

2017

Great  Place To Work Inst itute - Top 100 Great  Mid-sized               
Workplaces, India 

2018

Great  Place To Work Inst itute - Top 20 Great  Mid- size 
Workplaces, India 

ACHIEVEMENTS & AWARDS

Our work in India has been recognized by eminent people around the world, 
including Michelle Obama who chose MAD as one of the few organizations 
to visit on her trip to India in 2010. We have also consistently won awards 
for excellence, including:

2014 iVolunteer Award: Winner, Volunteer Engagement

2014

eNGO Award - Winner, Communicat ions and Outreach category

2015

Website of  the Year India Award - Winner, Charit ies Category
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2013

Great  Place to Work Inst itute - Top NGO to Work For, India

2015

  World HRD Congress Cert if icate of  Merit  for encouraging         
diversity and inclusion for growth

2015

*Awards prior to 2013 are not mentioned

Great  Place To Work Inst itue - Top 10 Great  Mid-size 
Workplaces, India

Great  Place To Work Inst itue - Top 6 Great  Mid-size 
Workplaces, India



RECOGNITION

GREAT PLACE TO WORK

Every year Great Places to Work®, conducts a worldwide survey that establishes the standards for a 
great workplace. Their annual research is based on data representing more than 10 mill ion employees in 
50 countries representing about 6,000 organizations and every year they release a list of top 100 Great 
places to work country wise. This year, among the 600 organizations evaluated, we made it to the list of 
top 10 Great Mid-Size Workplaces in India.

MAD is a place where people are empowered to take on big real world challenges and do meaningful 
work. It is a place where learning and development happens in a community of 3,800 young leaders 
across 23 cit ies. We pride ourselves in providing a safe space based on trust and mutual emotional 
support. 

A major driver of our success has lain in breaking away from the standard approach of simply copying 
and adapting norms, and instead designing and developing a high functioning collective that is 
specifically built for impact. 

MAD has been recognized as one of India's top 10 Great Mid-Size Workplaces 
in India.
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Our formula of making a Great Workplace is four 
pronged:

1. Empowering teams - MAD team members are empowered by driving 
high levels of ownership by trusting them with work typically done 
by much experienced individuals in other companies and 
organizations. 

2. Support ing people - We strive to treat our people with care. We 
drive development by increasing expectations and correspondingly 

also the support to help them meet those expectations. 

3. Creat ing a safe space - We focus on enabling personal connections 
and safe spaces within our community that enables a culture of 
open feedback and retrospection that improves us year on year.

4. Appreciat ing people -  With an overarching value of care and 
appreciation, we ensure that our team members receive high 
amounts of personal value and great working relationships.

#6
Ranked



RECOGNITION

13

In 2017 onwards, MAD was recognized in leading daily newspapers l ike 
Indian Express, The Hindu, and The Deccan Chronicle where art icles were 

publ ished on topics l ike our camps with children, community campaigns  to 
show grat itude to people, programmes we run, and the outcomes we achieve. 
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AGE TRANSITION MODEL
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AGE TRANSITION MODEL
The age transition model is a holistic empowerment solution for institutionalized children to 
prioritize our interventions better depending on what they need at any given age and help focus 
on each trajectory point in their developmental and outcome journey. Trajectory points represent 
key points or events that affect an individual?s ability to continue to, progress towards a healthy 
and stable middle class life outcome. 

The f irst trajectory point is when the child drop out of school at the age of 14. In such 
scenarios, they are vulnerable to exploitation. The f irst stage of the holistic solution 
focuses on developing foundational skil ls, namely; functional l iteracy, numeracy, 
l ife-skil ls and emotional health along with providing general exposure to life outside 
shelter home environment and as a by product of all these developing self-esteem. It 
helps them form a bedrock to achieve equitable outcomes when they become adults.

For youth in shelters, the next trajectory point comes at the age of 18, when they have to 
leave the shelter. Their qualif ications and ability to cope in the real world determines 
whether or not they have options that allow them to continue to progress along the 
journey to stability and middle class. Here we focus on exit readiness skil ls, increased 
career awareness and counseling, progression support and stakeholder engagement.

Age Transition Model is thus built along 5 stages based on the age group of the beneficiaries 
which are Foundation skil ls, Education support, Transition readiness, Aftercare Level 1 and 
Aftercare level 2. The programmes are explained in detail in further sections of the annual 
report.

The f inal stage of MAD intervention is through the age of 23 to 28. MAD focuses on 
providing a more reduced, but stil l ongoing support for youth to continue their self-help 
groups and also mentoring support for relationship, f inance, and family planning. We 
encourage them to be buddies for other younger children in the support system. Our role 
will be largely to provide mentoring and coaching for them, providing support when they 
need it and during times of crisis, until they reach stable independence as adults. 
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The next major trajectory point comes at the age of 16 when the child completes 
secondary school (10th standard). The solution at this stage focuses on academic 
support, learning skills with an intent to improve the high school scores of the child so 
that they have sensible options for continuing their education post 10th standard. It also 
introduces career awareness, confidence and personal development, practical 
intell igence and adaptiveness. 

The next trajectory point is between the age group of 18 and 23 wherein youth require 
support in their career through university, vocational or job placements. Our aim is to 
provide f inancial and logistical support, and help them phase out of the MAD support 
system and become self-reliant. It also focuses on the formulation of self-help groups 
among youth in the city who have been a part of the MAD interventions so that they can 
support each other daily as well as in times of crisis.

1

5

4

3

2



ED SUPPORT

MAD has had a huge impact on my life. The entire week I wait for weekends to come. Now after 
becoming a mentor I feel more responsible as a MADster as I have to work collaboratively with the 
ASVs and all the kids side by side, ensuring highest quality of impact that we  need to provide. I always 
get inspired by the dreams, maturity, intell igence and dedication of  children we work with. I feel 
immense happiness when they say, ?Didi I want to become an aeronautical engineer/  IAS off icer/  join 
the Army or become a para commando?.  There are children in shelters who believe in giving back to 
the society. I've heard a few of them say that when they grow up, they wish to help other children who 
come from similar backgrounds. And this really melts my heart. Moments like these make me realize 
that even at such young age, our children do Care More. In spite of the lack of resources and variety of 
disadvantages they go through, the dreams in the eyes of children never die because of the faith they 
have in us and MAD.

-Raksha, Educational Support Mentor, Dehradun

PROGRAM M ES
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2,779

This year we worked on measuring the gaps present in fundamentals for children of dif ferent standards. 
Based on our analysis, in the year 2017 we will work towards the pilot of a new curriculum designed to 
improve foundational l iteracy and numeracy in children with the 10-13 age bracket. We also plan to invest 
in up-skill ing and empowering our academic support volunteering team to incorporate dif ferentiated and 
activity based teaching practices in all Ed Support classes, thereby improving the quality of support 
children receive. In addition to programmatic improvement, we plan to invest in updating our monitoring 
and tracking systems to better gauge the impact of our interventions and create positive feedback loops 
that feed into improving programmatic design with the support of dif ferent verticals.

Why Ed Support? 
One of the biggest challenges faced by children in shelter homes is that of education inequity. The school 
and shelter system are in most cases severely under-resourced to provide the kind of after school 
educational support required for children to f lourish. The care and one-on-one attention that children 
from regular homes receive from their parents or guardians is also missing for children in shelters. This 
results in low motivation, poor academic performance, high dropout rates, lack of positive role models 
and an ever widening gap between what a child knows and what they should know for their age. 

How Ed Support  works
Ed Support is a unique programme designed to ensure children in shelter homes receive the quality of 
support and 1-on-1 attention required to bridge learning gaps and enable them to clear Grade 10 and 
pursue higher education. The school curriculum is delivered by high achieving volunteers who are 
provided with professional teacher training and empowered to be both teachers and positive role models. 
The programme supports children from grade 5 to grade 10 and is implemented with periodic tracking of 
each child?s progress and regular impact measurement through standardized tests. An average class size 
of 8 students is supported by 2 Volunteer Teachers who commit to classes for a minimum period of one 
academic year

What 's Next?

Children impacted by the 
Ed Support  Programme

Children who passed with 1st  
Class Honors in their School  

Children who passed the School  
Leaving Board examinat ions

1,958
Academic support  volunteers 

in Ed Support

180
Hours of  learning support  per 

child

      Ed Support   Impact  2018-19

ED SUPPORT
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94%
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47%
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FOUNDATIONAL PROGRAMME 

PROGRAM M ES

I believe that the Foundational Programme drives inculcating of individual and collective values to 
each student in class irrespective of their learning competencies. Children like Shantha make this 
belief of mine more tangible. In init ial classes, Shantha came across as a reserved and closed person. In 
fact, she wouldn't directly face the speaker for more than a few minutes. She also seemed to struggle 
with what was being taught, especially reading and writ ing in English. Arithmetic was a challenge too. 
However as the days progressed into weeks and the weeks into months, Shantha progressed too. She 
started to reveal a mature, caring and cooperative personality with keenness to make the best use of 
her time in the class. She began to open up more and share a unique equation with each of her 
Foundational Skills Volunteers.  If  she was corrected while reading, she tried her best to not to repeat 
the same error next t ime. She now knows at least the most common, everyday sounds quite 
comfortably. This has been my biggest highlight and learning and I am thril led to be a part of her 
success.

- Busaina, Foundational Skills Fellow, Bangalore, 



This year we primarily focused on content strategy and development for the Programme. Before we scale 
across our entire footprint, we will be piloting the programme across 6 cit ies and about 270 children for 3 
years. Based on the pilot, we will be ref ining the modules that have been created for Year 1 of the 
Programme and simultaneously use our learnings' to be able to develop modules for Year 2 of the Pilot.  

FOUNDATIONAL PROGRAMME

Why Foundat ional  Programme?
 Age 14 marks a very important trajectory point in the life of a child. At this age, children risk being forced 
to exit shelter homes since they have completed their elementary education as defined by the Ministry of 
Human resource Development (MHRD). A number of schools also extend only until 8th standard, after which 
childen have to transfer and this doesn?t always happen. As per The Child Labour (Prohibit ion and 
Regulation) Act, 1986 children between the ages of 14 - 18 are allowed to work in non hazardous 
environments. Owing to the fact most of these children are either orphans or have single parents, they risk 
being pulled out of shelter homes to start working. 
Since current academic schooling is not geared towards readiness for l ife, these children are often 
dependent on others for advice or are left by themselves with no support.  This means that they need to 
constantly rely on someone else to be able to provide information and make life decisions for them.  This 
results in exploitation at many levels right from employers, to people they interact with on a day to day 
basis or even their partners.
 

How Foundat ional  Programme works
The Foundational Programme is being currently designed to ensure that the children in shelter are 
equipped with basic developmental, personal and functional skil ls to support more advanced 
development at later stage. It focuses on the youngest age group of children that MAD works with, viz; 10 
to 13 years, which will provide them with the foundations, hence enabling them to cope and develop 
themselves further even if  they have to leave the shelter post the age of 14. The outcome targets have 
been divided into six broad areas namely freedom from personal exploitation, freedom from social 
exploitation, freedom of choice, ability to deal with personal l ife crisis, ability to deal with f inancial crisis 
and lifelong learning.  

What 's Next?

Foundat ional  Programme Impact  2018-19
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Literacy

%  OF CHILDREN 
WHO ARE AT 

FUNCTIONAL LEVEL  
OR ABOVE

*The data is  based on the 
assessment done for children at  the 
end of  Y1 of  the programme pilot  

Development Skil lsLife Skil ls

85.6%

64%57.5%

68.9%

Numeracy



DREAM CAMPS
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My first eureka moment happened during the river of life session. One of the child who hardly spoke to 
anyone apart from her Academic Support Volunteer (ASV) because she was shy and fearful most of the 
times  shared her River of Life with around 40 girls & 15 volunteers present in the room. Most of the 
audience were unknown to her, yet she took up with purity and courage. It was the  most proud moment 
for her ASV. We realized we were able to help her look beyond the insecurities and make her understand 
- no matter what happens in life, we should always stand strong and face it. 

- Sandeep Kaverty, City Team Lead, Hyderabad 



From 2019 onwards our focus will be to seamlessly integrate Dream Camps design as well as operations 
with the rest of the programmes to maximize impact. We will be roll ing out the child mentor model 
nationally, where older children mentor younger children. We will also be standardizing the analysis of 
impact data the way it was conducted in 2018 so that we are able to understand how children who have 
gone for multiple years in DC display change in their motivation for the future. The numbers obtained by 
the Quality Assurance team will continue to feed into the operational design of Dream Camps to translate 
into on-ground standardization of camp experience across cit ies for children and volunteers.

DREAM CAMPS
Why Dream Camps?

How Dream Camps work
Dream Camps are a 2-3 day experiential camp that primarily focuses on helping children build and 
connect with their dreams through a process of self  growth and transformation via a tried and tested 
methodology called the ?arc of transformation? which involves four group plenaries. Around these 
sessions, children also build self-confidence through exposure to new people, ideas and experiences that 
are deliberately designed to expand their horizons within a safe space. Finally we ensure that Dream 
camps also act as a recreational space for the child, providing an essential break from the stresses of 
institutionalization. This year, the big focus areas for the Camps were Impact assessment, Quality 
Assurance and Financial Eff iciency and we were able to make signif icant leaps in all of them. Various 
cit ies attempted to facil itate a zero cost camp and succeeded.

What 's Next?

2,637
Children part icipated in 

Dream Camp

91%
Children bel ieve they wil l  be 
able to achieve their dreams

Dream Camps 
conducted 

82%
Children who have at  least  

at tended Dream Camps once & 
know what  they want  to be 

97%
Children who fel t  more 

conf ident  to t ry new things 
af ter the dream camp

      Dream Camps  Impact  2018-19
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Institutionalization typically results in children growing up in insular environments where they rarely get 
to experience the unfamiliar. When they leave the shelter, they struggle to cope with the range of new  
challenges and experiences that inevitably come their way, and for many this can cripple their self-belief 
and thus longer term outcomes. Dreaming about the future is also often missing from children who live 
with emotional traumas, and without markers for the future, there is l itt le motivation to invest in activit ies 
like schooling that have longer term returns. Dream Camps aim to address that sense of hopelessness and 
lack of self-belief by helping children build and connect with their dreams, gain confidence through action 
and exposure to new experiences in a supportive and safe environment, and for a few days, to be free 
from the confines of the shelters they grow up in.
 



TRANSITION READINESS
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My journey as a fellow and strategist for the Transition readiness vertical has been phenomenal and 
enlightening. I have seen the vertical evolving into a stronger support system for adolescents at risk 
by focusing on a wide range of problems that they face in one of the most important trajectory points 
in their l ives. Besides the support to carry out on-ground operations eff iciently, the directors have 
provided me with ample of opportunities to up skill myself  and help the youths better in their 
endeavors and challenges. The interventions designed for the vertical have enabled us to interact with 
the stakeholders of the youths and come up with holistic solutions for their situations. A lot of t ime 
and efforts also go into the research that is required to understand their l ifestyles and circumstances 
better and all of us were trained on the same to provide personalized support for each and every 
youth. In course of t ime, I?ve met some remarkable volunteers that have brought in the sophistication 
that is required for such a functional vertical. I?ve also seen the TR volunteers show up for the 
admissions and placements of the youths and cheer them on through thick and thin proving that they 
truly are wingmen!  Throughout the year, we hear stories from across dif ferent cit ies about the youths? 
achievements and mile-stones which make me feel content and proud that together as a team, we are 
making a dif ference. And this drive motivates me to go, inf inity and beyond! 

- Charitha Kumar, Strategist, Transition Readiness 
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Going forward, we intend to merge and restructure our existing programmes to make them more 
impactful, scalable and synchronized as a collective suite of interventions that are designed to be more 
age transitional. Our primary goal for the next couple of years is to grow impact and improve the way we 
track and monitor it in the long term. Along these lines major changes this year include: a new generation 
of MADApp, further investment in Impact assessment systems, improved training for wingman and scaling 
up of stakeholder engagement intervention.

Why Transit ion Readiness?
High school is an important decision point for all children, but it is also a crit ical trajectory marker for 
children exiting shelters. For children in shelters, the period is often made worse by the absence of a 
mentor such as an elder sibling or parent who can guide them. Faced with deficits in life-skil ls, academic 
support, career guidance and funding support, children in shelters often make poor career and life 
choices. This point at which a child leaves the shelter, usually around high-school, is thus a crucial 
intervention period. Transition Readiness evolved from our identif ication of the need to provide strong 
reinforcement of l ife skil ls, increased exposure to career choices and overall transition support to older 
children at this stage.                                                                                                                                           
 

How Transit ion Readiness  works
Transition Readiness focuses on young adults from the age group of 16 to 18 years. It equips and supports 
young people exiting out of shelters at the age of 18 years to successfully make the transition into a 
broader society. The on-ground intervention is primarily executed by a volunteer referred to as a 
'Wingman' who is paired with each youth, who becomes a trusted advisor, friend and a guide for the youth. 
Our programme includes modules aimed at inculcating transition and life skil ls, facil itation of college 
hunting and admissions, job placements, vocational training enrollment along with f inancial support via 
providing scholarships, targeted career counseling, focused academic support and help with legal 
documentation as per requirement. Transition Readiness, aims to plus  a number of gaps and thereby 
enable the youth to build  a career in their  chosen f ield of interest.So far, several Transition Readiness 
students have been successfully placed into degree courses in law and engineering at prestigious 
institutions like Bangalore Institute of Legal Studies (BILS) and Vellore Institute of Technology (VIT). 

What 's Next?

35%

Hours of  ski l l  building and 
academic support  del ivered

150
High school  youth impacted

High School  youth leaving 
shel ters placed in col leges, jobs 

or vocat ional  t raining

High School  Youth securing 1st  
Class Honours at  12th Standard

Total  Scholarships  (INR) 
awarded to youths   

    Transit ion Readiness Impact  2018-19

TRANSITION READINESS 
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77%
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700,000 52,500
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AFTERCARE
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The Aftercare program constantly reminds me of how it 's helped me form better and deeper 
bonds with youth. I'l l  always vividly recall the moment I received a call from an unknown number 
who turned out to be my youth, who was back home for her holidays, asking me "Akka,will MAD 
help us next year too? Will you be my wingman forever?" That instance made me cherish and 

love what I do and reinforce in me about how I would want to keep it going! My team here is my 
self  support group as well, For every youth that bags a job, that succeeds or attains an endeavour, 
or is applauded for an accomplishment ibring multi-fold happiness, a personal sense of 
achievement and pride that gleams in each one of us!  My volunteering experience gives me the 
sense of gratif ication and contentment by helping youth reach the f irst leg of securing their 
equitable outcomes. Words can't justify how Aftercare has always made a dif ference in not just a 
youth's l ife, but in mine as well! 

-Hashleen Kaur, Aftercare Fellow, Bangalore



      Af tercare Impact  2018-19

After two successful pilot years for Aftercare, one of our biggest realizations has been that most of the 
transition support elements need to continue even once the youth have left the shelter homes and joined 
colleges or jobs. Hence, the programme design is now integrating the learning experience in a more long 
term timeline and not restricting itself  just to time inside shelter homes. A lot of real t ime learning is 
getting backward integrated into all interventions across all programs. We also realised that our 
interventions need to ensure the youth are on their path to being able to sustain themselves by the time 
they reach the age of 28. Some of the key interventions to be introduced next year are to upscale the self  
support group meetings in all cit ies, increase monthly stipend support to more youth, formal introduction 
of academic support  intervention for youth attending university in all aftercare cit ies, introduction to real 
world f inance management.

Why Af tercare?

How Af tercare works
The Aftercare programme provides support to young adults  by pairing them with reliable mentors after 
they leave their shelter and are admitted to college or vocational training, or placed in a job. The Aftercare 
mentor (wingman) engages and interacts with them periodically to ensure that they are able to cope with 
and overcome  both social and economic challenges and helps them stabilize into their new independent 
life. The youths are divided into small groups caled self  support group and a team of wingmen are assigned 
to help mentor and support each of these groups. We provide support in multiple areas such as emotional 
health, f inancial support, housing support,  crisis funding, career guidance, academic support, scholarships, 
family planning, older life skil ls, and help them with respect to any transition related challenges. 
Interventions from the Transition Readiness programme are designed to progress into Aftercare, and 
remain highly customized to meet individual needs.

What 's Next?

195
Young adul ts in our Af tercare 

programme 

Youth who successful ly moved to 
the next  year in their respect ive 

university

AFTERCARE
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98%
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83,00,469

110

14,400
Hours of  support  provided by 

Af tercare Wingmen

Youth provided with housing 
support

Total  Funding  (INR) 
provided for youth 

As we started tracking outcomes for children beyond their l ife in shelter homes, we realized that the lack 
of support systems, limited exposure, poor social skil ls and low self  confidence are caused by a 
combination of institutionalization and limited experience of the world outside the shelter. The children 
require both longer term mentoring, personal support system and f inancial support to overcome these 
issues. As it would be for children from any background, the gaps are too wide for an 18 year old to be able 
to make a smooth transition to the real world by themselves, especially without any personal f inances or 
networks. Getting them into a college or a job is thus not the end of our intervention, but a beginning of a 
new and more complex real world chapter. In light of this, we init iated a longer term Aftercare programme 
that provides medium touch personal and f inancial support up to 23, and lighter touch mentoring up to 28.



LEADERSHIP BY DESIGN (LXD)

CAPACITY BUILDING

It?s been more than 3 years that I have been part of Make a Dif ference and it has been a learning 
journey since Day 1. I started my journey in MAD as a volunteer and have taken up multiple roles and 
projects along the way. Make A Difference has not only provided me with a family f il led with care but 
also helped me recognize my strengths and improve on weaknesses to better contribute to the bigger 
cause. The skills and experiences gained through various opportunities here have translated deep into 
my professional career as well and have provided me with a formidable exposure towards leadership 
at such a young age. The motivated and cause-connected volunteers associated with the organization 
provide with the desire to give my best without the fear of feeling unsupported.             

- Ankit Panda, Strategist, Campaigns, Communication & Outreach team
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LEADERSHIP BY DESIGN (LXD)
Why LxD?

What Next?

One of our focus areas since the time of inception has been seeding social change in the minds of the 
youth of India. Our Leadership x Design (LxD) programme is India's largest Youth Leadership 
Programme, which brings together over 400 young leaders every year from across 23 of India's biggest 
cit ies. So far through our Leadership x Design Programme (LxD) we have been able to create over 1785 
high potential leaders who in the years ahead will be passionate and competent to bring change for 
the betterment of their community as they move to greater positions of leadership and inf luence in 
the future.
 

How LxD works

410
Fel lows & Strategists 
intensively t rained

MAD Volunteers who feel  supported to 
make a dif ference

2520
Director Hours for Fel low/  

Strategist  growth
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The LxD programme consists of  a combination of induction training, ongoing mentorship and 
Leadership Conferences (LCs) that each Fellow undergoes. Our 3 day intensive residential training is 
based on Stanford?s Design Thinking principle, which is an approach to learning that focuses on 
developing creative confidence which inculcates problem solving and leadership skil ls in participants. 
Instead of merely focusing just on ideation, the Design Thinking approach has a positive bias towards 
on-ground implementation. Once our Fellows learn, observe and understand the challenges they are 
dealing with, they become solution-drivers in their own ecosystems, thereby leveraging the benefits of 
Learning by Doing. Training and development is supplemented by an internal user generated 
knowledge library called HQ, trainings and city circles held and organized locally by city teams 
themselves. This year, we also ensured that all our Fellows (City Managers) are directly invested in by 
our directors to help our fellows upskill faster. 

Historically our LxD programmes have focused primarily on our Fellows, but our focus has shif ted to our 
entire volunteer base.  We conduct Volunteer Leadership Conferences where the Volunteers can 
experience the LxD programmes in their respective cit ies. It was a day long conference that made 
volunteers feel ready to do whatever it takes to supprort children in shelters.The directors also deliver 

training's to volunteers directly about sector knowledge and skills that will help them work with 
children and youth better.The Master Classes will be delivered on a quarterly basis by the directors 
and slowly move in a monthly rhythm.

98%

LxD  Impact  2018-19

CAPACITY BUILDING 
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EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT (EXE)

CAPACITY BUILDING 

I came across MAD for the very f irst t ime through this interaction in our MHPS-IND Off ice. The cause 
that MAD espouse is commendable. What is most striking was our interaction with youth. It was so 
humane, humble and with so much respect for the  individual they have turned out to be.  almost l ike 
an elder family member (an elder Didi or a brother). I felt that my time was well spent getting to 
know the self less services offered by these MAD volunteers to the kids. It is the fact that today's kids 
are our hope for future and MAD is helping in creating good future for us.

-  Amul Haldipur,  Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems India Private Limited



Why ExE?
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT (EXE)

How it  Works

2018-19 Engagement Partners

We first create ownership by catalyzing a core team of volunteer leaders within the sponsor company. This 
team becomes the epicenter of all our engagement activit ies. Their primary responsibil ity is to collectivize 
and create a community within the company where everybody chooses a way of giving back based on their 
age, interests, educational background, and time availability. Their options include Child-centric Projects, 
Technology Projects, Fundraising Campaigns, Mass Awareness Campaigns, and Project Management. 

Post a child sensitivity training session, they then join our regular sessions as support mentors, after which 
they are enabled to deliver sessions by themselves, and f inally to create their own sessions with support 
from our dedicated city teams. The whole experience becomes powerful and binding when young business 
leaders are able to see impact on the ground for the work they put in. 
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16
Total   no. of  companies for 

employee engagement 

No. of  employees engaged

865
Hours of  employment 
engagement act ivit ies  

Along with mobilizing young leaders in communities surrounding shelter homes through our Fellowship 
model, we also work towards engaging Companies and Corporations in the work we do. We f irmly believe 
that Business Leaders also need to be a part of the solution and support corporate employees to volunteer 
with us as part of sponsorship packages. It is an effective way to sensitize leaders of the future to the issue 
of children in shelters, while providing great value in return to sponsors who fund our impact. Over the 
years we have built some great relationships with local and multinational brands and companies whose 
employees have been instrumental in some of our campaigns and have made a dif ference to children by 
helping deliver Life skil l modules and volunteering in our Dream Camps. It is thus a win-win approach for 
children, MAD and the organizations who sponsor us. 

ExE  Impact  2018-19

CAPACITY BUILDING 

664
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CAMPAIGNS

SOCIAL AWARENESS @ SOCIAL AWARENESS

The # NeverTooLate campaign was much more than just an ad campaign for Make A Dif ference. 
It was a mission we took on to ensure that a world that has forgotten to care for children, sets 
out on a journey with us; A journey from apathy to empathy. If  one googles "Children in Need of 
Care and Protection", it 's quite apparent how we have litt le to no information about mill ions of 
such vulnerable children in India. For us, this was a challenge but also an opportunity to open 
the world of children in need of care and protection to the public so that they can experience 
what it 's l ike to live in the margins of the society, and also get to know more about what they, as 
cit izens of this country can do to make a dif ference. This is why the design of the whole 
campaign is more experiential rather than just a presentation of the problem in hand. With an 
interactive video which gives the onus of intervention (and the power to make a dif ference in 
the life of a child in need of care and protection) to the viewer, and a gallery of videos of 
children that MAD works with talking about their own life journeys, the # NeverTooLate 
campaign gives the viewer an access to reality that is far removed from most of our l ives. -

 Arjun Raj, Director Campaigns



CAMPAIGNS

MAD WEEK
MAD WEEK is celebrated annually from 1st to 7th November, to mark the anniversary of MAD's 
registration in 2006. MAD WEEK is taglined as 'Happiness is contagious' where our across 23 cit ies reach 
out to the community and express love, care and gratitude. Volunteers go onground and spread 
happiness amongst people who are rarely appreciated, such as police forces, laborers, vendors, old age 
homes etc., by conducting random acts of kindness. During this process, we sensitize the community 
about the reality of Child In Need of Care and Protection, and provide them means to get involved with 
the cause.

40,0003 Mil l ion
Views for the Never Too Late 

Campaign Video
Care Col lect ive Sign Ups on the 

Make a Dif ference Website
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SOCIAL AWARENESS

28,452

Volunteer Sign Ups on Website

Nevertoolate Campaign Impact  2018-19
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FINANCE

Historically Make A Difference was dependent largely on crowd funding and corporate sponsorship, but 
in 2016 we aimed to diversify our funding streams to become more sustainable and help manage 
potential risk.

By the end of the year we were successful in sustaining large individual donations and moved our crowd 
funding into monthly recurring donations which are more sustainable and improves our longer term 
stability. 

We also reduced our dependency on event based fundraising, and our fundraising costs now average out 
at about 2%  , which is highly eff icient compared to a sector norm of approximately 20% . We will 
continue to innovate in the way we fundraise to ensure we continue to keep our costs well below the 
industry average.

 The overall amount of funds we raised 
increased from INR 5.48 Crores in 2017-18 
to INR 12.25 Crores in 2018-19, owing to 
increase in Corporate donations from 33%  in 
2017-18 to 67%  in 2018-19  of our total 
income. Community Fundraising an HNI 
donations are our next important source of 
funds with contributions of 18%  and 13%  
respectively.
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MAD is registered under Section 12A, 80G of the Income 
Tax Act, 1961 and the FCRA regulation of Ministry of 
Home Affairs. 75%  of MAD donations come from Indian 
sources and 25%  of donations come from foreign donors.

INCOME - INDIAN vs FOREIGN DONATIONS

INCOME & GROWTH

67%
Funds raised through 

Corporate grants

Spent  on Programmes

81%
Funds raised f rom domest ic 

sources

91%

Income Source 
of  Origin

  TOTAL DONATIONS 
RECEIVED

INR 12,25,22,773

Corporate Donations: 67%

HNI: 1
3%

Com
m

unity Fundraising: 18%

Other 
Income: 2%
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FINANCE

EXPENDITURE
80%  of our total expenditure went directly 
towards our 4 programmes, with the rest going 
to fundraising and administrative costs. 
However, this expenditure was considerably 
lower than it should have been, due to a 
reduction in team size post restructuring, and 
due to pausing some of our interventions ahead 
of a broader programmatic redesign in 2017.

In 2019/  20  we plan to increase bandwidth to 
better manage operations, and the range and 
nature or our interventions will expand into a 
new age transitional structure for greater 
impact. Our target operating cost for the coming 
year is thus approximately 8Cr.

Using an innovative, technology driven and 
volunteer-based delivery model with minimal physical 
infrastructure allows us to be considerably more cost 
eff icient than any comparable organization, with only 
10%  of expenses going towards admin and overhead 
costs. 

A recent study by an external agency also concluded 
that given our size, impact and reach, were we to use a 
more traditional model, our operating cost would be in 
the 60 Crores bracket.

Our volunteer model thus ensures that our 
delivery costs are approximately 1/10th of an 
equivalent employee based model. 

INTERNAL AUDIT
Conducted by an 

independent external 
agency to ensure 
compliance with 

industry regulations.

Accountabil i ty & Transparency

REPORTING
We ensure  monthly 
reviews of f inancial 
reports in order to 

evaluate performance 
and identify variances.

BUDGETING & CONTROL
 Budgets for every activity 
are submitted separately 
using Salesforce, and are 

monitored by at least 
two approvers.

We follow international industry standard GAAP guidelines with respect to administrative costs and 
allocation of salaries and overheads to projects based on actual effort and time spent on execution 
of the projects. Our complete audited f inancial statements for all years are available on request. 

TOTAL PROJECT 
EXPENSES

INR 4,85,63,215

Foundational: 12% Transition Readiness 

and Aftercare: 36%

D
re

am
 C

am
p:

 2
0%

        Ed Support: 32%                

Fundraising: 

INR 7

Admin, Compl iance & 

Report ing : INR 13

For Every Rs.100 
raised by Make 
A Difference

Project  Expenses: INR 8o

http://www.makeadiff.in
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As an organisation that delivers impact 
largely through a volunteer network, key 
aspects of our ability to make a dif ference 
to children in shelters would not be 
possible without the help and support of 
the wonderful people and organisations 
who stay involved with us. 

First and foremost we must recognise all 
our amazing MADsters - our dedicated 
Volunteers, Fellows, Interns and Strategists 
for the unwavering commitment that drives 
the change we want to see in the world. 
Your names are all in the small print.

A big thank you must also go to all our 
givers, from our Corporate Sponsors and 
Foundations to the Individual Donors who 
contributed so generously to help 
vulnerable children. 

Much gratitude also goes to our NGO 
partners who have shared their knowledge 
with us, and to our strategic advisors for the 
time and effort they have put in to ensure 
that our impact keeps growing.
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With an estimated 35 mill ion children in need of care and protection in India, our best hope of impacting 
the true scale of the problem is to work towards changing the way the existing system operates.

ROADMAP

WHAT' S NEXT

WE ARE HERE  
2018



 

Expand impact indicators to include 
progress and soft skil ls and invest in 
technology to facil itate and improve 
impact tracking & monitoring.

Complete the design of the 
age-transitional approach for the 
foundation level, and continue to 
upgrade the content of existing 
programmes. 

Evolve teams and culture towards doing 
whatever it takes, for as long as it takes.

Improve skills and build capacity among 
Fellows and Volunteers. 

Improve the communications backbone 
and informational/data visibil ity across 
the collective.

Complete research on adult outcomes 
and develop scalable tools for managing 
and analysing data.

Stabilise fundraising; increase our online 
and off l ine crowd-funding capability, 
develop monthly donations and expand 
corporate sponsorship through employee 
engagement.

Build direct feedback loops from Director 
down to volunteer and child.

Increase robustness of HR, governance 
and escalation systems.

Improve internal knowledge sharing and 
transfer of regional best practices.

Improve operational rigour, tracking, 
monitoring & accountability.

Increase operational resil ience (ability to 
cope with shocks) and agility (f lexibil ity 
for change).

Develop volunteer alumni systems to 
ensure longer term continuity in 
mentorship. 

Our planning is ranged in a way that ensures our annual plan 
remains f irmly in line with our long term aspirations. Over the next 
3 years we will continue to lay foundations for longer term 
systemic change by focusing on the following:

- Complete the foundational section of the age transitional 
model, and scale/ improve and standardize quality of impact in 
existing programmes.

- Ensure seamless hand-off  between all programs, and evolve the 
design of all programs in line with the integrated age 
transitional model for each age group.

- Improve care, knowledge, skil ls and capability at every level of 
delivery, focusing on enabling volunteers to enable children

- Systematise and stabilise crit ical support processes, specif ically 
shelter management, HC, fundraising, f inance and 
communications.

- Use adult outcomes baselines to help us priorit ize interventions 
better and set more meaningful targets for outcomes.

- Build operational and cultural readiness to double in size /  
reach the full sample size needed to generate proof data that is 
meaningful at a Governmental and system level.

- Use data and learnings from research to engage the sector in 
improving outcomes for children in shelters

- Use social impact campaigns to mobilize support, f inance and 
partnerships. 

- Formalize and expand the work we do to drive change in the 
ecosystem around the children we work with, focusing on 
shelter care practices, public awareness and understanding 
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 Next  3 Years

 2018-19

NEXT STEPS

WHAT' S NEXT



HOW YOU CAN HELP
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Help us do more
Over the next f ive years, we hope to invest more per child in three key areas:

- Understand their individual and collective needs better
- Provide more time with volunteers who have received extensive training
- Improve and increase our touch-points and interventions to ensure a more holistic range of support    

for better long term outcomes

Help us help more children
UNICEF estimates there are 31 mill ion orphans in India. Our work has only touched the tip of the 
iceberg. As we evolve, we hope to reach more children, either directly or by working with the state to 
roll-out better practices in all shelters across India. Your time, skil ls, donations in kind and f inancial 
support, all go a long way towards helping us achieve both of these goals.

Help us lower our costs
For Children: While we are able to massively reduce our costs of delivering services through a 

sophisticated volunteering model, our work of supporting children does also incur a range of 
non-service costs such as Classroom Resources, Learning Books and Materials, Buses/Local Transport 
for Extra-curricular Activit ies and Venues for Camps.

For Make A Dif ference: As a distributed non-prof it organization, we strive to be as eff icient as 

possible, and one of the ways we do this is by eliminating drag as much as possible. We are always 
looking for Sponsors to help us eliminate the costs of Computing Technology (Hardware and Software), 
Off ice Equipment, Connectivity, Travel and Venues for City Team Meetings.. 

Connect  us onl ine @
facebook.com/makeadif f  | twit ter.com/makeadif f  | instagram.com/makeadif f india

Contact Us
contact@makeadif f .in

JOIN US
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Donate to MAD 
http:/ /makeadif f .in/donate

Find Out More
 http:/ /makeadif f .in



Make A Dif ference - Cochin is a registered society under the Travancore Cochin Literary, 
Scient if ic and Charitable Societ ies Regist rat ion Act  of  1955 (Regist rat ion No: ER711/06) 
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